Best Wishes

Georgie Glen, Lucie Nuddles and her son, Arnie, are enjoying a day at the beach in the southern part of the state.

Bride Forgets Shoes At Maddox Vows

By J. NELSON TAYLOR

County commission members have voted to study the city's garbage situation. They also voted to appoint a city manager.

The commission members said that they didn't want to act too quickly on the issue, but that they needed more information before making a decision.

The city manager will be responsible for overseeing the city's garbage collection and disposal programs.

Democrat Regulars Win Again

The county commission members will also be responsible for selecting the city manager from a list of candidates submitted by the Democratic party.

Mr. McCann, who is running for the Democratic nomination, said he was pleased with the outcome of the election and that he looked forward to working with the new city manager to improve services to the city's residents.

City States Snow, Rain

The state Department of Transportation will be monitoring the snow and ice conditions to ensure that roads are cleared and safe for drivers.

The state also urged residents to be cautious while driving in the snowy conditions, and to allow extra time for travel.

Negro Due Captain’s Rank

First in History of City Department

By PAUL CARTER

The city's first Negro captain was sworn in as the new head of the police department. The appointment marks an important milestone for the city, and is the first time a Negro has held this position.

The appointment of a Negro captain is significant, as it reflects the progress made by the city in terms of diversity and inclusion. It also serves as a symbol of the city's commitment to providing equal opportunities for all its residents.

The appointment of a Negro captain is an important step forward for the city, and it is hoped that it will inspire other communities to follow suit.

Company Having ‘Second Thoughts’

IBM has announced that it is backtracking on its plan to move its headquarters to New York City. The decision comes after the company faced criticism for the move, which was seen as a controversial decision.

IBM’s decision to move its headquarters has sparked controversy, with many employees and stakeholders expressing concern about the move’s potential impact on the company’s operations and the local economy.

Housing Law Fight Blamed

Rights Law Fuss Nearly 1 Year Old

The city has announced that it will be enforcing a new housing law that was enacted nearly a year ago. The law was enacted to help combat affordable housing issues in the city.

The city has been working to implement the law, which requires landlords to provide tenants with a minimum of 30 days’ notice before evicting them.

The law has faced some opposition from landlords and property owners, who have argued that it is too costly and burdensome.

Judge Rules Autopsy Use In Trial Of Shaw

The city has announced that it will be using the results of an autopsy in the upcoming trial of a crime suspect.

The city has been working with the medical examiner’s office to gather the necessary evidence in the case, and the autopsy is expected to play a key role in the trial.

City Tax Education Fuss Get Call

The city has announced plans to launch a new education campaign to help residents understand their property tax bills. The campaign will include a series of workshops and seminars to help residents better understand the tax process.

The city has been facing criticism for its recent property tax increases, and the new education campaign is seen as an important step forward in improving transparency and accountability.
In English at OCU

'Figaro' Proves Funny

By LARS FROEHLICH

Oklahoma City University is putting on a production of 'The Barber of Seville.'

Kerr-McGee Sets Earnings Record

Kerr-McGee Corp.'s earnings per share for the first quarter of 1971 were $1.27, setting a new quarterly record.

Plan

The plan is to build a new factory in the area, which will create 500 new jobs.

Captain

The captain of the ship had a heart attack and had to be replaced.

Wedding

The wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Smith was held at the local church.

Sex

The topic of sex was discussed in the literature.

ANNUAL SALE

Van Heusen Long Sleeve Dress Shirts

Now $299

Young Men's Dress Slacks

Regular $79

SALE

Regularly $125.00

CASHMERE TOPCOATS

Sale $45.00

Lightweight Luxury...Classic Styled 100%

SAVE $79.90

Save 75%

5,000 PAIRS OF SHOES MUST GO!

1/2 to 3/4 OFF OUR REGULAR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!

FOUNDER'S FAIR IS IN THE PROCESS OF COMPLETELY REMODELING ITS GIANT SHOE DEPARTMENT. WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING, THEREFORE WE HAVE PLACED 5000 PAIRS OF LADIES, MEN AND CHILDREN'S SHOES ON SALE FOR REMOVAL BY FEBRUARY 28. THIS INCLUDES A TREMENDOUS SELECTION OF LATEST STYLES, COLORS AND SIZES. FIRST COME FIRST SERVED.
Words Of The Champs

First Round Words

Oklahoma Journal South Central Spelling Bee

Blankenship Stalls, Senator Says

April 20, 1975. Blankenship has been called in on the
occasion to handle the Senate's debate on the
bills, including the one on the subject of
the Senate's ability to handle the bills.

1. Business
2. Commerce
3. Finance
4. Industry
5. Labor
6. Agriculture
7. Transportation
8. Communications
9. Education
10. Health
11. Housing
12. Urban Development
13. Environment
14. Energy
15. Commerce
16. Finance
17. Industry
18. Labor
19. Agriculture
20. Transportation
21. Communications
22. Education
23. Health
24. Housing
25. Urban Development
26. Environment
27. Energy

Dillard's

Our Greatest Sale of Rocker, Chair and Bench Pads by WELLMADE

Save as much as 23% on comfortable, colorful, colorful and monoskash cloth styles by one of America's leading makers of decorator pillows.

Vital Statistics

A. Velour Pillow or Seat Chair Pad
B. Velour Capella's Chair Pad
C. Velour Capella's Chair Pad
D. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad
E. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad
F. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad
G. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad
H. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad
I. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad
J. Velour Chair or Seat Chair Pad

ONE DAY ONLY
SALE and CLEARANCES
Saturday Prices Reduced to an All Time Low 1-Day Only

Just a few of the many FURNITURE and APPLIANCE items you'll find during this Special Saturday 1-Day Price-Busting Sale!

Regularly $200.00
$150.00

Regularly $119.00
$88.00

Regularly $139.00
$129.00

Regularly $199.00
$179.00

Regularly $119.00
$99.00

Regularly $249.00
$199.00

Regularly $249.00
$199.00

Regularly $249.00
$199.00

Regularly $249.00
$199.00

Regularly $249.00
$199.00

ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE壓FORCED DO LOW BECAUSE QUANTITIES AND STYLES ARE LIMITED!

SAVE $40.00 TO $110.00 ON MAJOR APPLIANCE 1-DAY SPECIAL

Dillard's Brown's Furniture

HI FASHION WIGS

1135 NORTH MAY
W1 6-0313

SHOP SATURDAY 10-AM \*16-PM
Questions Arise As FOP Hands Norick Pay Petitions

Welcome Mat Out At Church

Regional Choral Society Stages First Rehearsal

List of Events

Television Today

Idle Fund Testimony To Have No Effect?

Spring Air Bedding Event!

Early American Dining Room

Simsmons Kingsize Set!
The People's Voice

By Bartlett

As a result of efforts to make a good job of something, there is a chance that the job will not be good. If the situation is not reversed, the result will be poor. This is known as the 'self-deception' phenomenon, which occurs when a person fails to recognize their own limitations or errors. For example, if a person believes they can perform a task better than they actually can, they may make mistakes or overlook important details. This can lead to failure or disappointment, as it is impossible to achieve perfection in every situation.

Thanks

By John Roche

I am very grateful to the people who have helped me in my endeavors. They have shown me kindness and support, and I am thankful for their assistance. I would like to express my appreciation to everyone who has contributed to my success.

The Editor: New York—Glamorous Relic

By Virginia Payette

It is a mistake to think that only famous people can have glamour. Every person has the potential to create a glamorous image, no matter where they live or what they do. In New York, there are many opportunities for people to add a touch of glamour to their lives. Whether it's a stylish outfit, a well-groomed appearance, or a confident demeanor, everyone has the ability to make a statement and feel special.

Edmondson Seeks Balanced Budget

By Billy Graham

It is important to have a balanced budget, as it helps ensure financial stability and prevent unnecessary spending. By limiting expenses and managing resources effectively, individuals and organizations can achieve long-term goals and maintain financial health. This is especially crucial during times of economic uncertainty, where careful planning and disciplined spending are essential.

State Editors Say

By William Howard Taft

The recent situation in the state is quite grim. The economy is suffering, and the citizens are feeling the impact. It is important for leaders to take action to address these challenges and find solutions for the betterment of the community. By working together, we can overcome the obstacles and create a brighter future.

Congress' Heart-Rending Plight

By Franklin Delano Roosevelt

In light of recent events, Congress faces a difficult and heart-rending situation. The nation's well-being is at risk, and it is crucial that we take immediate action to address the crisis. By working collaboratively and prioritizing the needs of the people, we can overcome this challenge and ensure a prosperous future for all Americans.

Bill Thorp

Self-Deception

By Bill Thorp

The situation at the top of the tree is quite challenging. The tree is starting to weaken, and the branches are beginning to break. It is important to address this issue before it becomes too late. By working together and taking appropriate measures, we can prevent further damage and preserve the health of the tree.

Virginia Payette

New York—Glamorous Relic

As a resident of New York, I have been impressed by the city's vibrant and diverse culture. The people here are passionate about fashion and style, and the social scene is lively and exciting. It is easy to feel glamorous in this city, as there are endless opportunities to express yourself and meet new people. Whether you are attending a high-profile event or simply enjoying a night out on the town, there is something for everyone in New York.
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DOUGLASS STUNTS KNIGHTS
28-Game Win Streak Ends

The Oklahoma Daily
February 16, 1972

By FRANK WATKINS

St. Mary's High School basketball star Douglass Williams scored 28 points and compiled a complete game effort in leading the Mustangs to a 79-70 victory over the University of Oklahoma's varsity basketball team last night.

The Mustangs scored 50 points in the second half and held OU to a low 30 points.

Douglass Williams scored 18 points in the second half and compiled 12 boards in leading the Mustangs to victory.

OU's Lonnie Young led the Sooners with 20 points and 11 rebounds.

Civil War Resumes At Stillwater

The Oklahoma Daily
February 16, 1972

By RICHARD W. SMITH

The Civil War at Stillwater will not resume until next year, OU Athletic Director Donnie Jones announced yesterday.

Jones said the cause of the delay is an OU policy which forbids inter-squad play for the first three months of the academic year.

OU will not play Oregon State until the third week of May.

Marshall Takes Lead

The Oklahoma Daily
February 16, 1972

By JOHN K. CLARK

In shock to the coaching staff and the OU student body, Marshall University took the lead over OU 36-32 after the first half of the game.

The Mustangs will have to dig deep into their reserves to hold off the Sooners.

Williams Near Signing

The Oklahoma Daily
February 16, 1972

By BILL MCGUIRE

Tulsa prepared to sign Douglass Williams today in a move that could change the face of college basketball.

The Mustangs star is expected to sign with Tulsa this week.

Tulsa Hangs 2-0 Loss On Blazers

The Oklahoma Daily
February 16, 1972

By BILL MCGUIRE

Tulsa hung a 2-0 loss on the Blazers last night, after losing to OU and Marshall.

The Mustangs scored 35 points in the first half, but were held scoreless in the second half.
Cowboy Matmen At I-State

Lawton Clinches Boomer

Beauchamp D'Argent Tops Field

Both Leaders Win In OCAC
FIRST PLACE PRIZE FREE
OPEL & TRIP TO EUROPE.

FREE...FREE
FLY TWA THE RAINBOW WAY!

JUST REGISTER! NO STRINGS!

IMAGINE! FIRST...you can win your choice of an OPEL-TWO-DOOR SEDAN (Model 8) now in stock at Dunn Buick,...along with the Ope! you get a FREE ROMANTIC ROUND-TRIP TO EUROPE. Your courtesy of TWA all the way! THREE...seven SEVEN DAYS and SIX NIGHTS in Europe with ALL GROUND TRANSPORTATION AND ACOMMODATIONS FREE courtesy of RAINBOW TRAVEL SERVICE.

NOW...HOW DOES THAT GRAB YOU?? Isn't that worth a trip to EVANS (largest furniture store in Oklahoma) just to register and look around at our home furnishings goodies while you're there! But don't feel obligated to buy...you don't have to buy a thing...just register! The Ope! will be on display at Evans or Dunn Buick...so drop in at either place. Take a look at a sweetheart of a car!

Contest ends on Sunday, March 16.

2ND PRIZE: MOTOROLA QUASAR-COLOR TV

*REGISTER at EVANS or DUNN BUICK

YOU'LL SAVE $81.00
SPECIAL PURCHASE! KROEHLER SOFAS
in outline quilt covers!
REGULAR $279.00...

FREE OPEL AND TRIP TO EUROPE

FACTORY CLOSEOUT

SAVE 28.95
Mediterranean Velvet Decorator Chairs
REG. $99.95...now only $61.00
ORDER TODAY AND SAVE 38%

SOFA and CHAIR SALE!

EVANS IS ALREADY SAVING SO MUCH THAT IT CAN OFFER EVEN MORE.

SPECIAL PURCHASE KROEHLER SOFAS

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS
EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS 890 SOUTHWEST

OPEN MON.-SAT. 10-5 FREE DELIVERY FREE INSTALLATION